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ABSTRACT

DNA looping is important for gene repression and
activation in Escherichia coli and is necessary for
some kinds of gene regulation and recombina-
tion in eukaryotes. We are interested in sequence-
nonspecific architectural DNA-binding proteins that
alter the apparent flexibility of DNA by producing
transient bends or kinks in DNA. The bacterial heat
unstable (HU) and eukaryotic high-mobility group
B (HMGB) proteins fall into this category. We have
exploited a sensitive genetic assay of DNA looping
in living E. coli cells to explore the extent to which
HMGB proteins and derivatives can complement a
DNA looping defect in E. coli lacking HU protein.
Here, we show that derivatives of the yeast HMGB
protein Nhp6A rescue DNA looping in E. coli lacking
HU, in some cases facilitating looping to a greater
extent than is observed in E. coli expressing normal
levels of HU protein. Nhp6A-induced changes in the
DNA length-dependence of repression efficiency
suggest that Nhp6A alters DNA twist in vivo. In
contrast, human HMGB2-box A derivatives did not
rescue looping.

INTRODUCTION

The intrinsic stiffness of double-stranded DNA with res-
pect to bending and twisting (1,2) must be managed in vivo
(3–6). This is particularly true because of the need to
compact very long genomes into the prokaryotic nucleoid
(7–9) or eukaryotic nucleus. Enhancing the apparent
flexibility of DNA is apparently also essential to facilitate
locally deformed nucleoprotein structures such as loops,
required for certain kinds of gene control and recombina-
tion (10–13). Architectural DNA-binding proteins appear
to play important roles in modifying the apparent
flexibility of DNA (5,6,14–21).

The abundant heat unstable (HU) protein of Escherichia
coli binds DNA with little or no sequence specificity, and
induces a sharp DNA bend. X-ray crystallography and
biochemical experiments suggest HU can induce hinge-like
DNA flexibility (22–29). This protein appears to play a
direct role in facilitating DNA loop formation in repres-
sion of the E. coli gal operon (30,31). In this case, an A/T-
rich sequence element may be the preferred HU-binding
site in the DNA loop, and direct GalR–HU interactions
have been proposed. Though HU had not been previously
implicated in facilitating repression by DNA looping in the
lac operon, our previous work (14,15) has shown that lac
repression becomes leaky in the absence of HU. Deletion
of the genes encoding HU results in nucleoid instability
and growth defects in E. coli (24,32,33).
In eukaryotes the abundant sequence-nonspecific high-

mobility group B (HMGB) proteins appear to perform
roles analogous to HU in enhancing apparent DNA
flexibility (6,34). HMGB proteins contain one or two
�80-amino acid domains that fold into ‘L’-shaped
structures composed of three a-helices [Figure 1A and B;
(35–43)]. In the case of sequence-nonspecific DNA binding
by HMGB proteins such as mammalian HMGB1 and
HMGB2 or yeast Nhp6A, DNA bending of 908 or more
results from van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
of the globular domains with the minor groove and also
amino acid intercalation to force local kinking (44).
Recent studies (40,44,45) have estimated that an individ-
ual HMG box (B) from HMGB1 binds DNA with an
equilibrium dissociation constant of �10 nM and a 408
induced bend angle. The single-box Nhp6A protein from
yeast has been estimated to bend DNA by 60–908. Our
optical tweezer studies of human HMGB2 box A (16)
showed that the protein reduced the apparent persistence
length of DNA from its intrinsic value of 50 nm (�150 bp)
to 10 nm (�30 bp) at 100mM salt and even to 5 nm
(�15 bp) at 50mM salt. At saturation, protein binding
increased the DNA contour length by 16% due to
intercalation and unwinding (16). A binding site size of
5–6 bp was estimated with Kd �50–100 nM depending on
the salt concentration. Average DNA bend angles of 1148
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Figure 1. Proteins tested in E. coli in vivo DNA-looping assay. (A) HMGB proteins tested. The plasmid number and a description of protein domains
(amino-to-carboxyl order) are indicated, along with the complete amino acid sequence aligned at conserved HMG box intercalating residues (vertical
bars). The c-Myc epitope tag is indicated by ‘X’ and its sequence is given below the figure. Deletion derivatives removed portions of cationic tails at
the amino (constructs 1299, 1328) or carboxyl (construct 1493) termini. The a-helical domains I, II and III are indicated below the diagram. (B)
Molecular models of single HMG boxes bound to DNA. Left, HMG box A from mammalian HMGB1 (37,38,41), PDB code 1CKT, which is highly
similar to the corresponding box from HMGB2. Right, S. cerevisiae Nhp6A (40), pdb code 1J5N. The strongly bent DNA molecules are shown as
space-filling models in cyan. HMGB domains are shown in red. Note that both the amino and carboxyl termini (N and C, respectively) are
positioned so that basic tail extensions can neutralize crowded DNA backbone phosphates in the compressed major groove. (C) Schematic
representation of episomal lac looping assay constructs (14,15). Weak (O2) and strong (Osym) lac operators are positioned at various separation
distances flanking an E. coli promoter (P) upstream of the lacZ reporter gene encoding b-galactosidase. In the presence of tetrameric lac repressor
protein, DNA looping causes repression of the test promoter. The dependence of DNA looping on operator separation in a series of strains where
this distance is varied in base pair increments provides information about the apparent bending and torsional stiffness of DNA in vivo. When
experiments are performed in �HU cells, the effect of apparent DNA flexibility of exogenous eukaryotic HMGB protein expression can be
monitored.
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and 878 were measured at 50 and 100mM monovalent
salt, respectively. More recent work using similar methods
estimated DNA bending of 998 for the single HMG box A
derived from human HMGB2 (17). Interestingly, a two-
box HMGB protein may bind DNA with the protein
domains out of alignment (42), and the NMR structure of
such a protein bound to DNA gave an estimated DNA
bend angle of 778. Besides DNA bending, the degree of
DNA untwisting by HMGB proteins depends on the
protein variant.

Of particular interest here are additional DNA-bending
forces attributed to cationic tails at the amino or carboxy
termini of HMGB proteins. Either terminus is positioned
to interact with crowded phosphates in the compressed
major groove of bent DNA (Figure 1B). These tails may
enhance bending by asymmetric charge neutralization
(2,44,46,47). An estimate of 4–5 degrees of DNA bending
per major groove salt bridge has been suggested (44).
Removal of six cationic residues from the cationic
carboxy-terminal tail of the sequence-specific HMGB
protein LEF1 reduced DNA bending from 1178 to 888
(44). In this work, we test whether this potential change in
DNA bending has functional consequences by asking
whether the highly cationic tail domains are essential for
HMGB function in a heterologous assay system where the
protein facilitates DNA looping by lac repressor protein in
E. coli, as described below. We compare derivatives of the
yeast Nhp6A protein to charge variants of human
HMGB2 box A. The latter domain was selected for
comparison with our detailed examination of its proper-
ties in single molecule experiments in vitro (16). Future
studies will extend these approaches to the more conserved
and robust box B of mammalian HMGB1.

The in vivo lac repression looping assay (14,15,48–53)
was developed to understand the constraints on DNA
repression loops in living bacteria due to inflexibility in the
repressor protein and looped DNA. As shown in
Figure 1C, the lacZ reporter gene is placed downstream
from a simple promoter that overlaps a very weak binding
site (O2 operator) for lac repressor. This gene is poorly
repressed. Repression is dramatically enhanced by place-
ment of a strong operator (Osym) upstream of the promoter.
Analysis of lacZ repression as a function of operator
spacing provides an extremely sensitive assay of DNA
bending and twisting flexibility in vivo (4,14,15,48,54,55). In
particular, fitting the oscillating plots of the repression
dependence on operator spacing (14,15,48) suggests that
the in vivo apparent DNA torsional modulus is �4-fold
lower than the accepted range of �2–4� 10�19 erg cm for
naked DNA in dilute solution (56). DNA bending stiffness
did not appear to affect looping for loop sizes of 60–90 bp
(14,15). Such short loops are highly unfavorable in naked
DNA (19), though exactly how unfavorable has been the
subject of recent debate (57–59).

We have previously shown that in vivo lac repressor
looping assays can be applied to understand the role of
endogenous E. coli nucleoid proteins in facilitating DNA
looping (14,15). In particular, cells disrupted for the genes
encoding HU subunits were significantly disabled with
respect to formation of repression loops, while cells
lacking the H-NS nucleoid protein showed facilitated

DNA looping (15). The detailed DNA length dependence
of looping efficiency can be interpreted in terms of protein-
induced changes in DNA structure or flexibility.
The compromised repression looping in �HU E. coli

provides an opportunity to test the ability of heterologous
eukaryotic HMGB proteins and mutants to complement
this looping defect. Such complementation has been
suggested by previous studies. Johnson and co-workers
(18) showed that expression of the yeast HMGB protein
Nhp6A in E. coli cells deleted for the HU and Fis nucleoid
proteins restored normal nucleoid morphology and cell
growth. Similarly, HMGB proteins substitute for bacterial
HU in reconstituted DNA recombination reactions
in vitro (5). It has also been shown that HU and the
yeast mitochondrial HM protein can functionally replace
each other in both bacteria and yeast (60). Our own initial
studies of DNA looping by lac repressor in �HU E. coli
showed that heterologous expression of the two-box rat
HMGB1 protein could partially restore facilitated DNA
looping (14).
We now extend the study of HMGB complementation of

DNA looping in�HU E. coli by testing single box HMGB
domains derived from yeast and human proteins. We
further explore the importance of cationic HMGB tail
domains by comparing complementation by constructs
containing or lacking these extensions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and gene disruption

The bacterial strains in this study are indicated in Table 1.
The hupA and hupB genes were disrupted in parental
E. coli strain FW102 (61) as described (14,62). Strain
deletion status and the presence of looping assay episomes
were confirmed by diagnostic PCR amplification follow-
ing conjugation and selection.

Cloning and bacterial expression of HMGB proteins

HMG protein expression constructs were created by
inserting purified PCR products into plasmid pJ1035,
which is a modified version of pLX20 containing a
promoter for a moderate level of protein expression and
an inactive lac operator (14,61). Both full length (pJ1200
and pJ1327) and deletion (pJ1299 and pJ1328) versions of
Nhp6A were created for protein expression. In addition, a
10-amino acid c-Myc epitope tag (EQKLISEEDL) was
added either to the N-terminus (pJ1200 and pJ1299), or the
C-terminus (pJ1327 and pJ1328) of proteins to monitor
expression. Nhp6A constructs were amplified from puri-
fied yeast genomic DNA. Briefly, pJ1200 contains the
product of PCR with primer pair LJM-2498 (GCTCTAG
A2TGGA2CA5CT2AT3CTGA3GA3GATCTGGTCAC4A2

GAGA2C2TA2G) and LJM-2473 (CGAC2G2TCGCAGT
C3TA2GC2A3GTG2CG), which amplify the coding region
of Nhp6A from Met1 to Ala92. The encoded c-Myc tag is
indicated in bold italics. Upper primer LJM-2498 also
installs an XbaI site and lower primer LJM-2473 installs
both a stop codon and an AgeI site for cloning. Nhp6A
deletion construct pJ1299, missing amino acids 2–12, was
created using upper primer LJM-2564 (GCTCTAGA2TG2
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A2CA5CT2AT3CTGA2GA2GATCTGAGA3GA2GA2G2

AC3) and lower primer LJM-2473. Full length Nhp6A
construct pJ1327 was created using primer pair LJM-
2701 (GCTCTAGA2TG2TCAC4A2GAGA2C2TA2G) and
lower primer LJM-2704 (CGA2GCT2GCAGCTACAG
ATCT2CT2CAGA3TA2GT5GT2CAGC2A3GTG2CGT2AT
ATA2C). Upper primer LJM-2701 installs a XbaI site.
Lower primer LJM-2704 installs the c-Myc tag, a TAG
stop codon and a Hind III restriction site for cloning.
Deletion construct pJ1328 was created with upper primer
LJM-2702 (GCTCTAGA2TGAGA3GA2GA2G2AC3A3T
G) and lower primer LJM-2704.
Plasmid constructs encoding box A of human HMGB2

were amplified from plasmid pJ583 (a gift from Phillip
Sharp), with the addition of N-terminal c-Myc tags. A
variant construct deletes the basic linker region (amino
acids 84–92: DKKGKKKDP). Plasmid pJ1492 was pre-
pared using upper primer LJM-3315 (GCTCTAGA2

TGGA2CA5CT2AT3CTGA2GA2GATCTGG2TA3G2AGA
C4A2C), with the c-Myc tag in bold italics, and lower
primer LJM-3317 (CGA2GCT2GCAGCTACG3TC2T5C
T2C), which amplify the human HMGB2 coding region
from Met1 to Pro92. Plasmid pJ1493 was created using
upper primer LJM-3315 and lower primer LJM-3327
(CGA2GCT2GCAGCTA2C2T3G3AG2A2CGTA2T5C),
which amplify from Met1 to Gly83 of HMGB2A.

In vivoDNA-looping assay

DNA-looping constructs were based on plasmid pJ992,
created by modifications of pFW11-null (61) as previously
described (14). Constructs contained a strong distal Osym

operator and a weak proximal O2 operator. The O2

operator normally present within the lacZ coding region
was destroyed by site-directed mutagenesis (14). A con-
struct with a proximal O2 but lacking upstream Osym was
used as a normalization control. Test promoters did not
contain promoter CAP-binding sites. The lacZ looping
constructs were placed on the single copy F128 episome by
homologous recombination between the constructed plas-
mids and bacterial episome. F128 carries the lacI gene
producing wild-type levels of repressor. Maintaining both
the lacI gene and the target promoter in single copy ensures
that the protein and DNA concentrations are as close to
wild-type as possible. Bacterial conjugation and selections
were performed as previously described (61). After mating
and selection, correct recombinants were confirmed by
PCR amplification.

Reporter assay

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, MO,
USA). The lacZ expression was measured by a liquid
b-galactosidase colorimetric enzyme assay as described
(63). The assay was modified to increase efficiency. Cul-
tures were grown in 1.1ml LB/antibiotic in 96-well boxes
(2ml capacity per well) with shaking (250 r.p.m.) at 378C.
Fresh 1.1ml aliquots of media were then inoculated with
30 ml of overnight culture in the presence or absence of
2mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).
Subcultures were grown with shaking at 378C until
OD600 reached �0.3. For samples with low b-galactosi-
dase activity, 800 ml of bacterial culture was assayed after
centrifugation and resuspension in 1ml Z-buffer (60mM
Na2HPO4, 40mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.0, 10mM KCl, 1mM
MgSO4, 50mM b-mercaptoethanol). For samples with
high levels of b-galactosidase activity, 100 ml of bacterial
culture was diluted with 900 ml of Z-buffer before analysis.
Cells were lyzed by addition of 50 ml chloroform and 25 ml
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), followed by repeated
pipetting (10–12 times) with a 12-channel pipettor.
Samples were equilibrated at 308C for 5min, followed
by the addition of 200 ml of 4mg/ml O-nitrophenylpyr-
anogalactoside (ONPG) in Z-buffer. Incubation at 308C
continued with accurate timing until OD420 reached �0.5.
Reactions were stopped with 500ml 1M Na2CO3 and the
reaction time was recorded. Cell debris was pelleted by
centrifugation of the 96-well box for 10min at 4000g. A
total of 350 ml of cleared samples were transferred to 96-
well plates. Sample OD readings were measured on a
Molecular Devices SpectraMax 340 microtiter plate
reader. The b-galactosidase activity (E, in Miller units)
was calculated according to the following equation:

E ¼ 1000
OD420 � 1:75 OD550ð Þ½ �

t � v �OD600
1

where ODx refers to optical density at wavelength x, t is
the reaction time (min), and v is the assay culture volume
(ml). Assays were performed with a total of six colonies
from each independent strain repeated on 2 different days.

Looping data analysis and modeling

The enhancement of repression due to specific DNA
looping is expressed in terms of the normalized expression
parameter E0, according to:

E 0 ¼
EOsymO2

EO2

2

where EOsymO2
is the raw b�galactosidase activity (induced

or uninduced) from test constructs with both Osym and
O2 operators, and EO2

is the corresponding raw
b�galactosidase activity (induced or uninduced) from test
constructs with only the proximal O2 operator. Note that
Equation (2) is corrected from the original report (14).

The conventional repression ratio, RR, is given by

RR ¼
EþIPTG

E�IPTG
3

Table 1. Bacterial strains in this study

Strain Relevant genotype Designation Comment

FW102a StrepR derivative
of CSH142
[araD(gpt-lac)5]

WT

BL643 FW102 �hupA �hupB �HU Loss of both HU-1 and
HU-2 subunits of HU
heterodimer

aFW102 was the kind gift of F. Whipple.
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where E is the raw b-galactosidase activity under the
indicated conditions.

An extended version of a previously described statistical
weights/DNA mechanics model (14,15) was used for
simultaneous fitting of experimental E0 and RR data.
The model describes the distribution of looped, singly
bound and free states of the O2 operator under repressed
and induced conditions. The experimentally derived
fraction of O2 that is bound by repressor (fbound) is
modeled as a function of DNA spacer length (sp) with six
adjustable parameters. Three parameters describe proper-
ties mainly of the LacI:DNA complex: the optimal
operator spacing in base pairs (spoptimal), the equilibrium
constant for specific Osym�O2 loop formation when oper-
ators are perfectly phased (K0

max, replacing our previous
Kmax as discussed below), and an equilibrium constant for
nonspecific looping (KNSL). The KNSL term describes all
forms of Osym-dependent enhanced binding to O2 other
than the specific loop; for example, it could include
looping between Osym and a pseudooperator overlapping
O2, or enhanced O2 binding via sliding or hopping from
Osym. Three fitting parameters describe mainly properties
of the intervening DNA; the first two, as in our previous
work, are the helical repeat (hr) and the apparent torsional
modulus of the DNA loop (Capp). The qualitatively
obvious length dependence of some of the data sets
obtained here prompted us to add a third fitting parameter
denoted Papp.

Papp is an empirical parameter motivated by the expected
decrease in DNA-bending free energy as operator spacing
sp increases, as given by the expression below:

�Gbend ¼
PRT

2 � sp
��ð Þ

2
¼

Papp

sp
4

where we have absorbed the DNA persistence length P,
the thermal energy RT, and the extent of bending (��)
into a single constant; for simplicity, we make the doubtful
assumption of constant loop geometry for all sp. We do
not have an independent measurement of absolute
bending free energy at any length, but the bending
energy above will contribute an e�Papp=sp factor in the
looping equilibrium constant Kmax. Therefore, the func-
tional form of Equation (4) is combined with normal-
ization of the length dependence by replacing Kmax in the
fitting routines with the following expression:

K0
max ¼ Kmax exp Papp

1

spavg
�

1

sp

� �� �
5

where spavg is the mean spacing over the data set. Kmax, the
value of K0

max at sp= spavg can be compared directly to
the Kmax obtained using our previous fitting routines. For
the data sets here, values of Kmax determined as previously
described without the use of Papp agree to within their
estimated uncertainties with K0

max evaluated at spavg. None
of the interpretations given here depend on the values of
Papp except those that concern Papp itself. The relationship
of Papp to a true in vivo DNA persistence length is
complicated because the amount of curvature in the loop
probably changes with spacing.

A second important motivation for the Papp parameter
is that none of the other physical processes that we
modeled can reproduce the observed increase in repression
with increasing length. We were concerned that the
multiparameter fitting procedure might lead to marked
inaccuracies in the other values if the routines changed
them to try to fit the length dependence. The results
showed that this was not a serious problem, apparently
because variations in the other parameters are simply
unable to model the observations (not shown). However,
we retained the Papp parameter in part because of the
interesting trends in its values, as discussed subsequently.

Assay of protein expression

Derivatives of HMGB protein expression plasmid pJ1035
were transformed into BL643 (�HU) bacterial cells and
grown on LB-Cb plates. Individual colonies were grown in
5ml LB-Cb liquid cultures overnight at 378C with
aeration. Saturated overnight culture (1.5ml) was pelleted
by centrifugation, resuspended in 300 ml 2-(N-morpholino)
ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer (50mM MES, 50mM
Tris base, 3mM SDS, 1mM EDTA, pH 7.5) and cells
were lyzed by sonication in bursts of 3 s. Samples were
clarified by centrifugation and analyzed on 10% bis–Tris
gels containing SDS by electrophoresis at 145V for 45min
in 1� MES buffer. Protein was transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane using NuPAGE transfer buffer
containing 20% methanol (30V, 3 h, 48C). The primary
antibody for western blotting was specific for the c-Myc
tag (op10T, CalBiochem, San Diego, CA, USA). Blots
were blocked for 1 h in blocking buffer, incubated with
primary antibody overnight at 48C in blocking buffer and
then incubated with secondary anti-mouse antibody at
room temperature for 1 h. Imaging was performed with
ECL Plus western blot detection (Amersham, Piscataway,
NJ, USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental design

Our primary goals in this work were (i) to determine to
what extent the eukaryotic HMGB proteins yeast Nhp6A
and human HMGB2A can complement the repression
looping defect observed in �HU E. coli cells, and (ii) to
determine the importance of cationic amino acid terminal
sequences of the HMGB proteins to any observed com-
plementation. The experimental HMGB protein sequences
are shown in Figure 1A. They contain decameric c-Myc
epitope tags at the N-terminus (constructs 1200, 1299, 1492
and 1493) or C-terminus (constructs 1327 and 1328) as
indicated in the designations. The initial tagged yeast
Nhp6A construct is denoted 1200, and in 1299 there is a
deletion of 11 of the native N-terminal amino acids of 1200.
This deletion removes three of seven cationic amino acids
from the Nhp6A N-terminal leader, adjacent to an
N-terminal myc epitope tag that is anionic. To determine
if the tag and its electrostatic character were important,
Nhp6A constructs 1327 and 1328 were prepared with a
C-terminal myc tag, with 1328 bearing the 11 amino acid
N-terminal deletion relative to 1327. Constructs 1492 and
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1493 contain human HMGB2 box A sequences with an
N-terminal myc tag. The 1493 denotes a protein with a
truncation of nine C-terminal residues (removing +3 net
charge).
Both the Nhp6A and HMGB proteins have been shown

to fold into L-shaped clusters of three helical domains
with N- and C-terminal extensions (Figure 1B). In the case
of Nhp6A, the cationic N-terminal extension appears to
neutralize crowded phosphates in the compressed major
groove of the bent DNA. Truncation of a similar segment
from the sequence-specific LEF-1 HMGB protein signi-
ficantly reduces DNA bending (44). The C-terminal
extension of HMGB appears to be disposed to serve a
similar charge neutralization function.
The ability of HMGB proteins to enhance the apparent

flexibility of DNA and complement the DNA looping
defect observed in �HU E. coli was assayed as in our
previous work, as diagrammed in Figure 1C. Efficient
repression by lac repressor tetramer requires DNA loop-
ing between weak (O2) and strong (Osym) operators that
flank the promoter (P). Experimental measurement of the
extent of DNA repression (compared to constructs where
no Osym was present) was used to test the hypothesis that
nonhomologous prokaryotic HU and eukaryotic HMGB
proteins can increase the apparent flexibility of DNA
similarly in vivo.

Expression of epitope-tagged HMGB proteins in E. coli

We measured the accumulation of HMGB deletion
derivatives in E. coli using western blots. Surprisingly,
preliminary experiments showed that any truncation of
Nhp6A that removed amino acids of the RK3 sequence
near the N-terminus, regardless of the presence or absence
of an N-terminal myc epitope tag, completely eliminated
protein accumulation. This result suggests that proper
folding of Nhp6A requires these cationic residues. The
western blot analysis of E. coli extracts in Figure 2 shows
the relative levels of accumulation of those proteins that
could be expressed and tested, normalized to constant
total protein. The Nhp6A derivatives were expressed at
comparable levels except that construct 1327 (Figure 2A,
lane 3) accumulated to a much lower although clearly
detectable level. The full box A of human HMGB2 and its
C-terminal truncated derivative accumulated to high levels
compared to Nhp6A construct 1328 (Figure 2B, compare
lanes 2–3 with lane 1).

Complementation of "HU phenotype by
HMGB2 proteins and truncation mutants

We measured DNA loop-dependent repression of lacZ in
E. coli as reporter activity (expressed as E0, the activity
normalized to controls with no upstream Osym operator) in
the presence and absence of IPTG (Figures 3 and 4, bottom
row). The ratio of induced to uninduced raw activities is
reported as the repression ratio (Figures 3 and 4, top row).
The results for wild-type E. coli (Figure 3, ‘WT’ column) are
entirely consistent with our previous studies, showing
oscillating repression dependent on operator spacing, even
in the presence of IPTG, with the �IPTG oscillations
slightly shifted in phase and helical repeat so that the

repression ratio is not sinusoidal (14,15). Looping was
observed to be substantially disabled in�HUcells (Figure 3,
�HU column), as we have previously reported (14,15). The
resulting strain shows leaky repression of the lacZ reporter.
Fitting parameters from the thermodynamic model of loop-
dependent gene repression are given in Table 2, reflecting
behavior consistent with our earlier work.

The oscillations in E0 even after induction provide
strong evidence for residual lac repressor looping. The
ratio of Kmax values provides an estimate of �100–200 for
the relative Kdiss values for the lac repressor:DNA loop
�IPTG, roughly in accord with in vitro results (64). On the
other hand, it is perhaps surprising that the helical phase
dependences �IPTG differ (as in our previous work).
There are several possible explanations: the level of static
or dynamic supercoiling, and therefore the helical repeat,
may differ depending on the frequency of transcription
initiation. The stable �IPTG loop may have a different
structure, so it may organize the local topological domain
differently than the unstable +IPTG loop. The �IPTG
loops might sequester different architectural proteins, so
there could be an indirect effect on helical repeat. Note
that the change in the optimal spacing parameter seems
to be a consequence of the change in helical repeat,
(Figure 7), although this does not necessarily mean that
the �IPTG loops have the same structure.

The inclusion of a new length parameter Papp was
motivated by the qualitatively obvious length dependence
in several of the data sets reported here. This is especially
clear under noninducing conditions. In every case, the fit
value for Papp is larger for a given bacterial strain under
inducing versus noninducing conditions, suggesting that
the latter is more sensitive to length. This is consistent with
the idea that because IPTG destabilizes DNA binding,
bending free energy becomes relatively more important to
overall loop stability. Note that this explicit consideration
of the length (as opposed to torsion) dependence made
little difference in the values of any of the other fit para-
meters. Also, this behavior contrasts with the decrease
in Capp upon induction, which we have attributed to
decreased LacI specificity or increased LacI flexibility.

Strong"HU complementation by four versions
of yeast Nhp6A suggests twist flexibility

Expression of myc-tagged Nhp6A derivatives in �HU
E. coli cells complemented the �HU deletion, showing

A

1 2 3 4 1 2 3

B

Figure 2. Expression of eukaryotic HMGB derivatives in E. coli. Western
blotting with anti-myc epitope antibodies showing protein extracts from
E. coli cells carrying HMGB expression plasmids. (A) Proteins expressed
at lower levels. Lanes 1–4 correspond to proteins 1200 (myc/Nhp6A), 1299
(myc/Nhp6A�(2–12), 1327 (Nhp6A/myc) and 1328 (Nhp6A�(2-12)/
myc), respectively. (B) Proteins expressed at higher levels. Lanes 1–3
correspond to proteins 1328 [Nhp6A�(2–12)/myc; repeated from
panel A for comparison], 1492 (myc/hHMGB2A) and 1493 [myc/
hHMGB2A�(84–92)], respectively.
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dramatic rescue of DNA looping and lacZ repression.
Improved repression is clearly seen for Nhp6A constructs
1200 and 1299 (Figure 3). Moreover, the presence of
Nhp6A derivatives 1200 and 1299 strongly attenuated the
face-of-the-helix dependence of repression, as reflected
in the length dependence of both the E0 values in the
absence of IPTG and the repression ratios (Figure 3,

two right columns). This observation suggests that the
ability of Nhp6A derivatives to enhance apparent DNA
twist flexibility exceeds that of the E. coli HU protein.
Physically, this could be caused by the binding of a variable
number ofNhp6A proteins, which each induce about 308 of
untwisting (40), or by variability in the extent of untwisting
induced by protein binding; variability in bending and
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Figure 3. DNA looping in vivo. Top row: the repression ratio (ratio of b-galactosidase activity under inducing versus noninducing conditions) is shown for
E. coliWT,�HU and�HU strains expressing heterologous HMGB proteins. WT behavior is indicated by a shaded line in the three columns to the right.
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model is shown. Shading indicates uninduced and induced reporter expression from WT cells. Raw data are available at NAR Online.
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writhing has been demonstrated for HU (27) and suggested
for TATA-binding protein (65). The HU protein stabilizes
supercoiling via DNA bending and protein assembly
leading to writhe (66). HU therefore appears to topologi-
cally unwind the DNA (note the increase in the apparent
helical repeat), but does not damp torsional oscillations.
The bending variability may be suppressed in the small
loops found here or HU may bind with a defined
stoichiometry. The HMGB protein structures in
Figure 1B do not show obvious out of plane bending that
would lead to writhe.
The fit parameters in Table 2 confirm the damping of

torsional oscillations in 1200 and 1299 but, interestingly,
the analysis suggests different root causes. For 1200, we
find a dramatic decrease in the apparent torsional
modulus Capp, consistent with variable extents of binding
of an untwisting ligand. For 1299, the fit suggests a large
value of KNSL, reflecting decreased binding specificity by
LacI; this decreases torsional oscillations because the
limits of the oscillations are KNSL and K0

max. In this case,
we suspect that the KNSL value is an artifact of high
uncertainties caused by very low absolute activities that
may be influenced by background. In general, individual
fit parameters are not precisely determined, so we seek to
detect trends across the data sets. The fit values for helical
repeat approach �13 residues/turn, consistent with
untwisting, but we caution that these are highly uncertain
because of the small amplitude of the torsional
oscillations.
The 1299 results suggest that deletion of cationic

residues in the 2–12 leader of Nhp6A does not negatively
impact the function of Nhp6A in enhancing apparent
DNA flexibility. As described earlier, it was impossible to
assess Nhp6A deleted for the additional basic amino acid
cluster at positions 13–16 because these variants did not
accumulate in E. coli. Because positions 13–16 lie closest
to the compressed major groove in the Nhp6A/DNA
complex, it is these residues that may be important for full
DNA bending (40,44).
To determine if �HU repression rescue by Nhp6A

derivatives was influenced by the position of the short myc
epitope tag, we compared constructs 1200 and 1299 with

the corresponding Nhp6A derivatives 1327 and 1328,
which have C-terminal rather than N-terminal tags. The
repression results are shown in the first two columns of
Figure 4 and in Table 2. Constructs 1327 and 1328 were
remarkably effective in complementing the �HU pheno-
type of the E. coli test strain. Even though it was poorly
expressed, 1327 nearly recapitulated WT behavior except
for a marked shift in the optimum spacing for looping
(discussed below). Repression was most dramatically
enhanced by 1328, often being more efficient than in WT
E. coli. Again the length-dependent oscillations in the
repressed E0 and repression ratio values were strongly
damped compared to WT (Figure 4, column 2, bottom).
We note that the 1327 construct presumably has the
highest N-terminal positive charge density of the four
Nhp6A variants, whereas the 1299 construct has the
lowest, so this charge density appears to correlate with
the amplitude of torsional oscillations. It is possible that
the loss of N-terminal charge neutralization leads to
increased torsional flexibility in the binding site DNA. We
have suggested a similar compensation mechanism for
enhanced bending flexibility in the context of specific
bHLH protein–DNA interaction (67).

Poor "HU complementation by two versions
of humanHMGB2 box A

Our recent single-molecule experiments with an isolated
HMGB box domain (box A) derived from human
HMGB2 (16,17) documented the ability of the protein
to bind DNA in either a low-density mode or by saturating
the DNA to form a filament. In the low-density mode, the
protein profoundly increased the apparent DNA-bending
flexibility. The ability of hHMGB2A to complement the
DNA looping defect in vivo in �HU E. coli was compared
to that of Nhp6A. The hHMGB2A constructs 1492 and
1493 (Figure 1A) were expressed with N-terminal myc
epitope tags. Construct 1493 has a deletion of a C-terminal
octapeptide containing five cationic residues (+4 net
charge).

Interestingly, whereas Nhp6A derivatives effectively
complemented the �HU looping defect, the hHMGB2

Table 2. Fitting parameters from thermodynamic DNA looping modela

Strain spoptimal (bp) Capp (�10�19 erg cm) hr (bp/turn)b Kmax KNSL
b Papp (bp)b

�IPTG +IPTG �IPTG +IPTG �IPTG +IPTG �IPTG +IPTG �IPTG +IPTG �IPTG +IPTG

WT+vec 78.7� 0.3 79.3� 0.4 0.69� 0.13 0.89� 0.38 11.6� 0.3 11.0� 0.5 211� 103 2.5� 0.7 (20.2)� 21.0 (0)� 0.4 (0)� 188 (238)� 205
�HU+vec 76.8� 0.2 77.2� 1.0 0.66� 0.10 0.23� 0.08 11.1� 0.3 (9.1)� 1.2 65� 12 1.4� 0.4 8.8� 5.6 (0)� 0.8 (10.4)� 91.6 (219)� 304
�HU+1327 77.0� 0.2 79.1� 2.3 0.53� 0.04 0.21� 0.13 11.6� 0.4 (10.3)� 2.5 113� 32 0.9� 0.3 (0)� 15 (0)� 0.7 (160)� 160 (276)� 376
�HU+1328 76.7� 0.5 78.0� 1.4 0.30� 0.04 0.22� 0.09 11.0� 0.7 (8.9)� 1.5 171� 35 1.8� 0.7 (0)� 166 (0)� 0.8 (114)� 229 (359)� 398
�HU+1200 78.7� 0.6 80.2� 0.9 0.32� 0.04 0.33� 0.12 12.9� 0.9 10.5� 1.1 87� 23 1.2� 0.4 (0)� 80 (0)� 0.5 (168)� 314 (252)� 330
�HU+1299 78.2� 0.6 78.5� 1.2 1.21� 1.00 0.24� 0.11 13.2� 1.0 (8.5)� 1.3 112� 33 1.2� 0.5 62.5� 12.3 (0)� 2.4 (8.1)� 346 (85.5)� 497
�HU+1492 77.1� 0.4 79.0� 1.5 0.42� 0.05 0.24� 0.10 12.0� 0.6 (10.0)� 1.5 108� 25 2.2� 0.7 (0)� 41 (0)� 0.8 (90.4)� 154 (284)� 320
�HU+1493 76.7� 0.3 83.0� 0.9 0.55� 0.06 0.29� 0.08 11.9� 0.4 (8.1)� 0.6 103� 23 2.2� 1.0 (3)� 21 (0)� 1.2 (22.0)� 121 (307)� 442

aIndicated errors are 95% confidence limits. The values and ranges for Kmax, KNSL and Papp are fit only to expression data E+IPTG and E� IPTG.
The values and ranges for spoptimal, Capp, and hr are fit to E+IPTG, E� IPTG and the repression ratio RR simultaneously, with Kmax, KNSL, and
Papp held fixed.
bParentheses indicate a large error estimate, making the parameter value unreliable. However, trends �IPTG are robust: upon induction spoptimal

increases, Capp decreases, hr decreases, Kmax decreases, KNSL decreases or is negligible and Papp increases. When Capp is less than about 0.3, torsional
oscillations are so small that hr cannot be estimated reliably.
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derivatives did not (Figure 4, last two columns; Table 2).
The data points nearly overlap the behavior of the �HU
mutant cells. We conclude that although the
HMGB2 box A construct alters the apparent flexibility
of DNA in vitro (16,17) and is expressed well in E. coli
(Figure 2B), this protein differs from yeast Nhp6A in that
it is unable to complement the E. coli iHU phenotype.
This result is surprising in light of in vitro activity and the
observation that expression of the rat HMGB1 protein
(boxes A and B) partially complemented the E. coli �HU
looping defect (14). Perhaps the human HMGB2A
domain has some residual sequence specificity, interacts
with other DNA-binding proteins, or is otherwise
sequestered away from the lac promoter in vivo.

Other possible explanations for the lack of in vivo activity
of HMGB2 box A derivatives involve amino acid sequence
details. As shown in Figure 1A, box A derivatives of
mammalian HMGB proteins lack the intercalating methio-
nine residue in helix I found in box B derivatives and yeast
Nhp6A (68). There is structural evidence from the
Drosophila HMGD protein (69) and yeast Nhp6A protein
(40) that this intercalating residue confers on box B
domains the ability to more highly distort bound DNA,
both by bending and twisting. In contrast, the box A
domains appear to bind distorted DNA structures without
causing additional distortion (41). HMG box B domains
were reported to be superior to box Awhen substituting for
HU in vitro (5). We therefore hypothesize that an inter-
calating residue in helix I is important for facilitating DNA
flexibility in the E. coli in vivo DNA-looping assay.

The DNA looping parameter fits for 1492 and 1493 do
show subtle differences from the �HU mutant (Table 2).
The E0 values greater than 1 at short lengths accompanied
by relatively large values of Papp suggest that the
HMGB2A protein may destabilize short loops preferen-
tially, and increased values for the helical repeat relative to
WT and �HU suggest some DNA unwinding.

It is important to note that the low accumulation of
C-terminally myc-tagged Nhp6A (Figure 2 compare lane 3
to lane 1) was nonetheless sufficient to complement the
looping defect in �HU cells. This suggests that levels of
expressed protein are not limiting for these HMGB
proteins. This result further supports the conclusion
that box A derivatives of HMGB2 show a qualitative,

rather than a quantitative, failure to complement the
looping defect. We have previously performed more
rigorous quantitation of mammalian HMGB proteins
expressed in E. coli from the same promoters in similar
bacterial strains (14). In that study, we determined that the
eukaryotic protein accumulated to �4000 copies per cell.
The present recombinant protein levels appear to be
comparable and sufficient. In contrast, endogenous HU
protein is reported to accumulate to�50 000 copies per cell
during log phase growth (8).

Promoter/operator spacing does not alter
optimal loop lengths

During the course of this work, we were again concerned
by the discrepancy between operator spacing optima in
our experiments versus those previously reported by
Muller et al. (52) in their elegant study of a similar
recombinant promoter. The earlier work reported max-
imal repression ratios for operator spacings of 59.5, 70.5,
81.5 and 92.5 bp, apparently counted as in our designs.
This compares with maximal repression ratios at 65.5, 76
and 87 bp in our work (Figure 3, WT). This difference of
�5 bp is puzzling. The maximal repression in the E0 data
(Figure 3, WT, bottom panel) occurs at 67, 78 and 90 bp, a
difference of �3 bp from the Muller work. We emphasize
that the experiments of Muller et al. used a system in
which repression resulted from two or five times the wild-
type level of lac repressor and induction represented the
complete absence of both lac repressor and residual
looping, giving at least 20-fold greater repression ratios
than we observe. Also, we have shown that IPTG-
saturated repressor still participates in residual loops
(14), and dephasing of the free and IPTG-bound repres-
sion curves contributes to the complex repression ratio
trace that we observe. However, none of these differences
provides an obvious explanation for the shift in operator
spacings for optimal repression. One possible resolution
might be a subtle difference in the promoter design
between Muller et al. (52) and our system (14). The Muller
work positioned the weak O1 sequence immediately
flanking the �10 promoter sequence, with the reporter
transcript predicted to initiate within O1 (Figure 5A). In
contrast, our design places the weak O2 operator 9 bp
further downstream, with transcription initiation just

AATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCTCGAGTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATAATGAATTGTGAGCGGATAACAATT 
TTAACACTCGCGAGTGTTAAGAGCTCAAATGTGAAATACGAAGGCCGAGCATATTACTTAACACTCGCCTATTGTTAA

AATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCCGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATAATGTGTCGACCAAATGTGAGCGAGTAACAACC
TTAACACTCGCGAGTGTTAAGGCGAAATGTGAAATACGAAGGCCGAGCATATTACACAGCTGGTTTACACTCGCTCATTGTTGG 

AATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCCGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATAATGAAATGTGAGCGAGTAACAACC 
TTAACACTCGCGAGTGTTAAGGCGAAATGTGAAATACGAAGGCCGAGCATATTACTTTACACTCGCTCATTGTTGG

−10−35 +1Osym O1

O2−10−35 +1Osym

A

B

C O2−10−35 +1Osym

Figure 5. Alternate promoter/operator arrangements tested to explore whether promoter overlap with O2 influences optimal loop lengths. (A)
Arrangement tested by Muller et al. (52) with 57.5 bp operator spacing shown. (B) Original promoter/operator spacing in our studies (14) with
63.5 bp operator spacing shown. (C) Design tested to simulate arrangement in (A), with 55.5 bp spacing shown. Arrowheads in (B) and (C) indicate
locations of inserted sequences that alter operator spacing.
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upstream of O2 (Figure 5B). We considered the possibility
that different DNA loop regimes might be supported by
our promoter design if, for example, RNA polymerase
could be trapped between the lac operators in our design
(Figure 5A), but not in the design of Muller et al.
(Figure 5B).
To test this idea, we created a series of DNA-looping

constructs with the promoter design shown in Figure 5C.
This design closely mimics the promoter/operator spacing
of Muller et al., while retaining the weaker O2 operator in
the proximal position. Figure 6 shows data for a series of
operator spacings, compared to previous repression
measurements. The maximal repression ratio is at an
operator separation of 77 bp, and the maximal repression
in the absence of IPTG occurs at a separation of 79 bp.

These parameters are within �1 bp of our previous
measurements. We conclude that changing the promoter/
operator arrangement in the lac promoter does not
influence optimal operator separation and cannot explain
the discrepancy between the optima in our reports and that
of Muller et al. In part, because of the unavailability of the
earlier reporter constructs for sequence verification, it is
unlikely that this discrepancy will be resolved definitively.
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Figure 6. Changing promoter/operator spacing does not alter optimal
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for uninduced (open circles) and induced (filled circles) cells with the
promoter/operator arrangements shown in Figure 5C versus those in
Figure 5B (curves and filled region). Data are available at NAR Online.

Figure 7. Optimal spacing in terms of base pairs varies among bacterial
strains but the optimal number of DNA helical repeats between operators
is relatively consistent. (A) The range of helical repeat values from Table 2
(–IPTG only) versus the optimal loop spacing, with the bracket indicating
that WT falls in the middle of the range of the well-determined helical
repeats. (B) The number of helical turns between operators (calculated as
optimal spacing/helical repeat) also clusters around the WT value. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence limits on the parameters, with the estimated
error in the number of helical turns being given by standard propagation
of errors. The fitting parameters for constructs 1200 and 1299 are deemed
unreliable, as discussed in the text.
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Our current results do suggest that changes in optimal
operator spacing may be quite common under different
conditions. Figure 7 shows the optimal spacing for each of
the constructs tested here versus the estimated helical
repeat, yielding the calculated number of DNA helical
turns between operators. The results show that the optimal
spacing varies significantly depending on the different
DNA-binding proteins, but that the number of helical turns
at optimal spacing clusters around 6.75, both for WT and
all of the variants where the number of helical turns could
be measured with reasonable precision. It is clear that small
changes in helical repeat can shift the optimal spacing, but
the results suggest that the loop geometry is relatively
constant in the different strains. The results of Muller et al.
would give 70.5 bp/(11.0 bp/turn)=6.4 turns, at the low
end of the range of values observed here, but not an
obvious outlier. It remains possible that there was a subtle
difference in DNA supercoiling in E. coli strains tested in
the earlier work. Thus, meaningful comparisons between fit
parameters can only be made within sets of otherwise very
similar strains and constructs.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The present experiments build upon the classic work of
Müller–Hill (49,52) and Record (48,50,51), as well as our
more recent studies (14,15). DNA repression looping in
living E. coli provides a powerful system for observing the
apparent physical properties of DNA in vivo. This work
has suggested that some properties of the nucleoid confer
on DNA enhanced apparent torsional and longitudinal
flexibilities (14,48,50). We have argued that the sequence-
nonspecific architectural protein HU plays an important
role, though no defined HU-binding site is present in
looped lac promoter DNA (14). Indeed, it has been
suggested that the measured properties of DNA loops in
�HU E. coli are close to the expectations for naked DNA
in vitro (55), although there are other E. coli proteins
present that can also affect looping.

The detailed fitting routines that we have developed are
useful for identifying subtle trends in the data and for
enabling numerical comparisons of qualitative trends. We
suggest that in this case the analysis has contributed to
three insights: (i) subtle increases in the helical repeat
coupled with decreased torsional oscillations are consis-
tent with the known untwisting induced by HMGB
proteins; (ii) the relatively unstable +IPTG loop is
much more sensitive to DNA persistence length than the
more stable –IPTG repression loop and (iii) changes in the
levels of DNA-binding proteins and the strain background
can influence the optimal length of the LacI loop but
perhaps not its geometry.

The results presented here also support and extend the
previous observation that defects in E. coli nucleoid
proteins can be complemented by eukaryotic HMGB
proteins (14,18,60). Such complementation suggests
HMGB restoration of some fundamental property of
DNA packaging that does not depend upon protein
homology, as HU and HMGB proteins employ very
different DNA-bending mechanisms. We suggest that it is
the ability of both HMGB proteins and HU to introduce

sequence-nonspecific sites of DNA bending or flexure that
explains their functional interchangeability. The present
data demonstrate this effect specifically for the case of
stabilizing small DNA repression loops closed by lac
repressor tetramer. We have shown that complementation
of the�HU defect in E. coliDNA looping can be provided
by expression of a two-box rat HMGB protein (14) or by
the yeast Nhp6AHMGB protein (this work), but not by an
isolated HMG box A domain from human HMGB2,
despite the fact that the latter protein shows strong DNA-
kinking properties in vitro (16,17). It is unknown why the
human HMGB2 derivative, though highly expressed in
E. coli, did not functionally complement the �HU looping
defect in the present study. It is possible that some subtle
feature of this human protein domain distinguishes it from
the corresponding rat and yeast proteins tested here,
making it incompatible with function in the E. coli
nucleoid.
In the cases where we have shownHMGB complementa-

tion of the �HU looping defect, removal of HMGB
cationic tails does not block complementation. Complete
removal of the Nhp6A cationic leader was not compatible
with protein expression in E. coli, leaving open the
possibility that three crucial cationic amino acids posi-
tioned in the compressed major groove of bent DNA are
essential for function, as has been suggested by the
additional DNA bending provided by such residues
in vitro (44).
Despite the observation that isolated HMGB proteins

can enhance the apparent flexibility of DNA molecules
in vitro and in E. coli, the natural function of HMGB
proteins remains mysterious in vivo (18,70–74). The
mechanistic redundancy of HMGB proteins has limited
the ability to interpret phenotypes of organisms with
individual HMGB gene disruptions (75). Saccharomyces
cerevisiae contains at least ten HMGB proteins (76). The
mechanism of even the relatively well-studied yeast
Nhp6A/B proteins remains obscure. Nhp6A/B are weakly
bound as part of the FACT complex that remodels nucleo-
somes and facilitates transcription elongation (70,71), but
it is unclear if this is their dominant role (72). It has recently
been shown that loss of a different yeast HMGB protein,
Spt2, increases the functional range of transcription
activation (77). It is tempting to speculate that increased
apparent DNA stiffness would produce such an effect, but
it is not clear why the Spt2 defect would create such a clear
phenotype in the presence of other yeast sequence-
nonspecific HMGB proteins. Just as there is evidence that
theE. coliHUprotein may have a histone-like role in DNA
compaction (66,78), in addition to its ability to facilitate
DNA looping, it is important to consider that mammalian
HMGB proteins may also be multifunctional.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
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